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Request to IAAC for Revision or Clarification

1

1

Description of the
Marten Falls
Community Access
Road Project

1

Marten Falls First Nation, as represented by Chief and Council (i.e. the proponent, and
hereafter: ‘MFFN’) requests the deletion of 'could enable future access road to potential
mineral development activities in the Ring of Fire area ' for the following reasons: 1) A
mineral development supply road is not part of the Project; 2) because industry may choose
to build a supply road in the absence of the Community Access Road. This comment applies
to all DRAFT plans provided by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).

2

3

Approach to
Cooperation

1

Can IAAC clarify how coordination will occur with respect to the two jurisdiction timelines?
MFFN requests for a graphic image for dissemination to all groups including Indigenous
Communities for transparency.
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4

Gathering and
Review of
Proponent
Information

2

4

6

2

5

7

Sharing of
Information
Public Participation

Request for an update to terminology of the commonalities for all discipline names to align
with language used in the provincial Draft Terms of Reference and Detailed Project
Description.
It would also be helpful to identify where there are differences between the two jurisdictions
for ease of understanding amongst readers.
Clarify intent and use of information sharing and how that will be disseminated to the Project
Team, and expectations as to inclusion of the overall Project.
The Plan states that the expectation is to result in one body of documentation. Request that
IAAC confirm that if MFFN wishes to submit two separate documents (i.e., provincial EA and
federal IS), that this will be acceptable.
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